
Papers included in Geomorphometry 2020 book of abstracts are linked in the program; papers who 

developed into a journal paper (special issue in Transactions in GIS) have an additional link to the 

publication. 

New papers (new submission to the 2021 conference) will have a web address like this, and a log of the 

views and downloads.  We will integrate these with the new society webpage at International Society for 

Geomorphometry 

You can also post your presentation – please let us know if/when you do so, so we will update links in the 

program, as soon as they become available. If you can’t/don’t want to upload your presentation but still 

want linked in the program, please let us know. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5260534 

or https://zenodo.org/record/5260534 

which go to the same page.  This is Peter Guth’s paper for the conference, which he used to test the procedure. 

 

We have a “community” at Zenodo, which requires our approval to post:   

https://zenodo.org/communities/geomorphometry/  

Presently it has multiple papers that are new submissions for this year. 

 

We would prefer that you post your page yourself since that gives you more control; let us know if you 

would like us to do it for you.  Note that you can link to supporting data, like the Jupyter notebook for this 

paper (https://zenodo.org/record/5297224 ) 

1. If you do not have an ORCID, you are encouraged to set one up at https://orcid.org/  (register at 

the top right) for as many authors as you want 

2. Go to https://zenodo.org, and create an account. 

3. Pick upload, in the blue bar at the top of the screen. 

4. New Upload 

5. Add the file I returned to you 

6. Put “geomorphometry” for the community name 

7. Pick conference paper or presentation for the publication type 

8. Add your paper title 

9. Add the authors, affiliation, and ORC-ID if there is one. 

10. Under description, paste your abstract 

11. Add several keywords to advertise your paper 

12. If you want can add some other information, such as one paper that has links where you can 

download a Jupyter notebook 

13. All other settings should be fine, but you can add if you want 

14. Hit save, and then publish 

15. I will have to approve and it’s very easy and fast. 
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